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From now on, with [x] we mean [x3x
i.e. [x] + R/x

we proved that p(0=(203) is a
subgroup of R.

6:Tem Every subgroup ofR is

either

1) CT for some 2,0
2) dense.

More properties of subgroups ofIR

Amma:If GCRRis a subgroup, and ce5

then CT2>

Pof:Step1:We will show thatfor all
n1, 2n = 6.

↑Stcp 1: By induction...
Base:Since (tb, 166, and C=(.1

c =(.1 t 6

Inductive:Assume that(n=6

Then ((n+1) =(n +c -1 =(n +c

Since ants & ce6 by closure property

of 6 Sitisgroup) we have

((n +1) =xn +c =6



S2:For all n=1, (n=6
Since 6 is a group if (n76 for no, I
so itinverse. Therefore -(n=6

and -(n =2(-n) =6.

:When n =0, cn
=c.0 =0. So

0 =2.x =6, since the identify
is an elementofevery subgroup.

B

Eercise If (ERR, cX =(1)

Lemma:If 330 and XER, there exists
-

Some yECR such thatIx-y1<
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we can choose y
=22

or y =c

From the picture,

1x - yD = c

Proofoflemma:Let us be the largestinteger
such thatncx. Lety =nc.

since I was the largestinteger such that
n=+1 it follows that

x=(n +1) 2 .



Therefore,
1x - y) =(x - nc) =X - nc[(n +1)c - nc =e

Picture:
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Exercise show thatif net is the smallest

integer such thateux,then Ix-crlac

#

em If G is notdense, then there exists

240, such that(0,16 =b.

of wee will prove this by contrapositive!
i.e. we will assume thatif for every
interval (0.2), 61(0.2) +0, then conclude

that6 is dense.

Let ca,b) CRRan arbitrary interval.
we will show (a,b)16fb.
letx =Ab the midpointof(a,b)

3
=ba the distance of the mid-pt

x to a and b.

snow cables to is equivalentto show

(x -5,x+2)16 +4

By assumption, there exists 8 =6 (0.9) *4



By thirstlemma, SYC6.

Bytoday's second lamna, there exists

y =
ST S.A. (x-y)<s

Finally, y=6(bears (6)
be cause 5 - 61(0,2) the.S<2.

we have that

1x - y) < 5 < 2.

Thatis y t(X-2, x+1)
bot IE6 aswell, so:

y =61(X - 2,x+z) =p-
t

-ercise 60 over the proofof the theorem

again.


